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Abstract

Summative electronic assessments embodies enormous advantages such as automated marking, immediate feedback and on-demand tests. User security plays a vital role in summative e-assessments, as it ensures that online tests are delivered to the correct students only. Thus, the existing user security model presents a two-layered challenge to the student; whereby responses to “who are you?” and “is it really you?” questions are solicited. Amidst the usefulness of the existing model, summative e-assessments are susceptible to impersonation challenges. In this paper, we classify the user security concerns into Type A, Type B and Type C impersonation types. We suggest that these vulnerabilities can be linked to a weakness in the user security model. Hence, without discarding the existing model we propose a goal-oriented approach to address the user security needs of the e-assessment system. Furthermore, a review of the existing solutions depicts insufficient capabilities to minimise all the three types of impersonation challenges. Hence, we propose that an appropriate blend of existing methods will minimise the types of impersonation threats and improve user security in summative e-assessments.

1. Introduction

Assessment is a major issue in education and one of the key activities in student learning. Influenced by technological advances, assessment has begun to make its way out of the traditional classroom into online environments. Thus, employing online assessments delivers benefits such as opportunities for lifelong learning, automatic marking and immediate feedback. Online formative assessments are designed to improve students’ learning and give information about their progress [13]. Online summative assessments are categorised as high-stake examinations which count towards a final course mark. Thus, it may be mandatory for a student to take a summative assessment. In higher education, summative e-assessments can be divided into two: (1) e-assessments in supervised environments and (2) e-assessments in non-supervised environments. Summative e-assessments which are conducted in supervised environments include campus based exams and authorised test centres [48]. In these environments, authorised personnel or proctors are required to monitor and supervise the examination process from start to finish. Non-supervised environments include distance learning examinations and on-demand tests. In these environments, the examination process may be supervised remotely; however the examinee is required to maintain academic honesty. In this paper, we focus on summative e-assessments conducted in supervised/controlled conditions.

In their work, Marais et al, [36] identify two categories of security in e-assessments: web security and e-assessment security. However, they concluded that web security is a well investigated area but it is insufficient to fulfil the security needs of e-assessment. In addition to the well defined web security areas, we include that data security [16], location security [36, 6], software security [4] and the network security [48] of summative e-assessments are also well researched. However, Klett & Pharow [31] suggest that the user security process of the e-assessment security is a potential research field. This paper explores the existing user security model and its inherent vulnerabilities. Finally, we propose a model that is specific to the user security in summative e-assessments.

2. Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability

A computer-based system has three primary valuable assets to protect; they are the hardware, software and data assets [41]. The computer security threats which exploit the vulnerabilities of computer assets are interception, interruption, modification and fabrication. The fundamental security goals which ensure that the hardware, software and data assets are not compromised by the threats include confidentiality (C), integrity (I) and availability (A) [17]. In literature, it is suggested that a security relationship exists between the C-I-A security goals and the critical assets (hardware, software and data) of a system [41]. Thus, a compromise in the C-I-A security goals may lead to a compromise of the critical assets.

To explain the existing security relationship, we present an example of data stored in a computer. The data is expected:
3. User Security in Summative E-assessments

Due to the high-stake nature of a summative e-assessment, the system bases much of its security on knowing that only a legitimate student can gain access to the online test. Thus, one of the characteristics of an e-assessment system is the ability to securely provide a test which is delivered at the right time and to the correct student. User security plays a vital role in e-assessments; as it ensures that only the correct students write an online test. To fulfill this role, the user security process poses two challenges (identity and authentication) to the students. Thus, the ability of the students to provide the correct responses will give the security system an assurance that the correct students are taking the test. In this section, the questions provided by the security system and the common types of responses are explored. Figure 1 depicts the questions posed to the student during an online assessment.

3.1. Identity

Identity is a term that reflects uniqueness, sameness and distinctness. Hence, when an e-assessment security system solicits an answer to the “who are you?” question; it simply requires that the student provides a unique response which distinguishes him/her from every other student. A typical form of response used in e-assessment is the username (e.g. student log-in name). A username is not secret information and it can be shared or stolen for fraudulent purposes. In addition, providing a username only method makes the e-assessment security system an easy hurdle for the students. In an identity only system, the students are required to provide one answer; however, this response does not ensure correctness of the student. In order to ensure correctness, the e-assessment security system solicits an additional response to confirm the claimed identity. It should be noted that an identity only system is does not exist in summative e-assessment security systems.

3.2. Authentication

In e-assessment, it is insufficient to assume correctness of a student based only on an identity. As depicted in figure 1, the e-assessment security system requires prove that the identity claimed actually belongs to the owner who stored the information. Hence, when the security system solicits an answer to the “is it really you?” question; it simply requests an evidence of the claimed identity. Authentication data is often a secret which should be known to the student and the security system alone. User authentication is a widely discussed subject both in assessment and non-assessment online environments and it is well-researched [12]. In general, user authentication is classified into three categories: (1) Something the user knows (knowledge), (2) Something the user has (possession) and (3) Something the user is (biometrics). Common pairs in e-assessment security depict a username used as a form of identity and one or more of the above authentication methods employed as proof for a claimed identity. By doing this, the user security phase can solicit answers from the students in order to satisfy the requirement of the security system i.e. to ensure that only correct students take the online test.

3.3. The Username and Password Paradigm

In e-assessments, the username/password pair is the most popular and inexpensive method of identifying and authenticating students [45]. The success of the username/password pair is attributed to its ease of use, such that no special device is required for data collection. These have an advantage such that it can be easily implemented using software methods which are conceptually simple for the user to understand. In addition, the students are able to choose an easy-to-remember combination for their convenience [1]. However, Argles et al [9] assert
that, when users insist on very short and easy passwords to memorise, a breach in security becomes inevitable. Thus, the simplicity of a password makes it susceptible to a wide range of attacks [18]. A further problem of passwords is that, there is nothing to prevent a legitimate student from sharing their access rights with other people.

Figure 2 depicts a traditional life cycle of a username/password pair. During the registration process, the student registers a username and a unique password for the purpose of the online test. It is essential that the student registration details are linked to module registrations to enable the effective scheduling of online tests to the students. The login process is initiated whenever a student requests access to an online test. The evaluation process validates the identity and authentication responses by comparing the details provided with the stored details. A decision is made at this point and the students are authenticated and allowed access to online test for the entire duration of a test session. If the students are not authenticated, the system determines if a retry will be allowed. The username and password paradigm is perceived to be the preferred method; however, there is need to enhance authentication methods by utilising multiple means of authentication [50].

3.4. The Biometric Paradigm

Biometrics is a rapidly evolving technology that is used to improve security in a wide range of applications. A biometric architecture consists of the enrolment (user biometric acquired and template is created) and authentication (user biometric data is compared with the stored template) stages. In the quest to implement advanced security measures in summative e-assessment, biometrics is suggested as the ultimate solution for authentication [36]. According to McGinity [37], biometrics systems are simpler and more accurate as an alternative in replacing the conventional password system. The biometric security systems operate in two modes i.e. as an identification or authentication mechanism. A biometric identification system performs a one-to-many match, whilst a biometric authentication is performed against only one possible user [52].

In summative e-assessment security, the fingerprint biometrics is gradually accepted and adopted as a method for student authentication [55]. Employing fingerprints as a method for student authentication requires that an identity is claimed i.e. a username should be associated with the fingerprint. Similarly, if the fingerprints are used for identification, a username can be omitted i.e. the matcher compares the input biometric against all the templates in the database. A biometric authentication system is more common in e-assessments, where biometric fingerprints are used to authenticate the students [23]. The use of fingerprint solutions as against other biometric methods is largely attributed to its convenience. Amidst the potential benefits of biometrics methods; the privacy of the biometric templates is a security concern [26, 44]. Hence, incorporating biometrics for authentication in e-assessment requires that the student’s biometric data is kept secret. In our paper [8], we present a method to preserve the privacy of a user’s biometric. This method uses an elastic matching algorithm to produce a digest that can be substituted for the raw biometric. Hence, the user’s raw biometrics is not exposed during the authentication phase. Biometric template security is beyond the scope of this paper.

3.5. The User Security Model

A summative e-assessment system is perceived as secure, when a student satisfies the identity and authentication security goals. The existing e-assessment user security model (figure 3), is made up of two user security questions and the corresponding techniques for providing responses. It is assumed that, each response method (e.g. password is a member of the goal set) contain an individual level of security. Hence, an intersection of the goal sets (identity and authentication) is sufficient to ensure the security of the summative e-assessments; this is
based on the cumulative security of the response methods. In some e-assessment models, a human invigilator may be required to check a photographic ID card to ensure the correctness of a student. Thus, the invigilator resides in the environment and not included in the goal sets. This is because an invigilator provides an added layer of security for the e-assessment system.
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**Figure 3. Existing e-assessment user security model**

### 4. Impersonation Threat on User Security

According to the code of practice for the Assurance of Academic Quality and Standards in Higher Education (QAA) for the UK, definitions of academic misconduct in respect of assessment include plagiarism, collusion, impersonation and the use of inadmissible material [42]. In higher education, security considerations do not feature prominently; however, this changes when an online environment is considered [15]. Due to the increased influence of technology in assessments, it is often easier to cheat online [47]. Similarly, the results of a recent study by King et al [30], suggests that 73.6% of the students (in the sample population) held the perception that it is easier to cheat in an online course compared to its traditional counterpart. Thus, there exists an increased risk of academic fraud in online assessments versus the traditional assessments. The higher educational sector as constantly focused on plagiarism as a major academic misconduct [40] and there exists an extensive knowledge of plagiarism detectors to curb plagiarism [38]. However, little attention has been given on providing solutions to the other ways of cheating in online assessments.

In generic (non-assessments) online environments, one of the major security challenges to user security is the act of impersonation. Impersonation is a fraudulent action with the aim of imitating a legitimate user and defrauding the security system. For example, in online banking, customers refrain from divulging their assigned login details to prevent others from accessing their bank account. However, there is a possibility that the customer’s login details can be stolen, eavesdropped or hijacked without the knowledge of the customer. Thus, when a service is requested, the system grants access to the impersonator believing the details presented originates from the customer. In an approach to minimise impersonation in online environments, the banking industry invest in a second layer of protection to ensure risks are minimised [11].

In e-assessments, the issue of impersonation is considered as a major cause of concern and it is perceived as an even greater risk by the academic community [28]. Weippl [53] assert that students who want to cheat willingly reveal their login details to another person for the purpose of impersonation. Hence, this shows a striking departure from other online environments (e.g. e-banking) where people will not knowingly cooperate with someone who tries to steal money out of their bank account [32]. According to Stoner [49], a student cannot ‘accidently’ impersonate another during an online assessment. In traditional (pen and paper) exams, the need to correctly identify a student is well understood and the requirement is to produce a student ID card which includes a photograph. The traditional approach of using a photo ID card and matching it with a student’s login details in online environments is generally adopted [51]. This approach provides an added security layer, whereby a human invigilator ensures the correctness of the student taking the test. Based on exiting literature, [10, 23, 48, 56] there exists an implicit consideration of impersonation threats in summative e-assessments. In this section the impersonation threats are classified into three types, namely Type A, B and C.

#### 4.1. Type A Impersonation Threat

A tutor/invigilator is assumed trust worthy for the purpose of the online test; however, there exist the possibility of a connived impersonation (a.k.a. Type A impersonation threat). A connived impersonation is the ability of an invigilator to collude with fraudulent students to allow the fraudulent act. A connived impersonation may originate from a sympathetic feeling towards the student and it should not be overlooked especially when the assessment counts towards a student’s degree or qualification. For example, if a student has continually failed a certain test, the tutor/invigilator may respond to human emotions and allow another student to take the online test on behalf of the initial student. This type of impersonation can easily go undetected. A
successful connived impersonation reduces the ‘equal opportunity’ or ‘fairness’ requirement for all students [22] and it hinders the integrity of the test. In addition, there is a possibility of a connived impersonation for monetary purposes. In this situation, the fraudulent students can influence the invigilator to receiving a large sum of money to help perpetrate the act. Irrespective of the motives for a connived impersonation, it is essential to find methods to minimise such threats in a summative e-assessment system. This paper does not eliminate totally the use of a human invigilator; however, measures should be taken to ensure that the correctness of a student is independent of an invigilator.

4.2. Type B impersonation Threat

The following example introduces a scenario which will be used to illustrate the Type B impersonation threat. This impersonation threat poses the question “is the student really who they say they are?”

Example 1: Consider that Alice has initially registered for the COMP101 online test. Thus, Alice has an account on the e-assessment system which includes a user profile. Alice’s user profile on the database includes her name, date of birth, year of study, registered courses and login details. The online test is scheduled to commence at 10am for the duration of 60mins in the departments’ computer laboratory. At 10am on the assessment day, Eva walks into the test room with the knowledge of Alice’s login details and other information required. Eva satisfies the identity and authentication goals by inputting Alice’s login details. The online security system believes that Alice has requested to gain access to the online test; as a result of a match between the stored login details and the login details presented. However, the security system is oblivious to the swap between Alice and Eva; hence, Eva is not really who she claims to be for the purpose of the online test.

In the scenario illustrated above, it is directly observed that Alice is absent for the online test; however, Eva has the ability to produce Alice’s login details when requested by the security system. In order to analyse the scenario, the identity and authentication paradigms specific to e-assessments are recalled (see section 2). A username and password is classified under the knowledge in which a user has; thus, it can be easily shared amongst users. This academic misconduct can be undetected, especially when the requirement for accessing an online test is a student’s username and password alone. However, in past and recent times employing the username and password alone has proven to be the most convenient and popular method in the e-assessment. In exploiting this weakness, students can perpetrate a Type B impersonation threat by not showing up for the test; but sharing their details with another student. It can be argued that, using a tutor/invigilator can curb a Type B impersonation; however, a Type A threat readily comes into mind. By employing a tutor/invigilator in the scenario above, the occurrence of a connived impersonation cannot be totally eliminated.

In order to minimise a Type B impersonation threat it is observed that the problem is peculiar to the strength of the authentication method. Employing a username and password paradigm for an online test makes a Type B threat more appealing to impersonators. It is observed that due to the inherent attributes of a password scheme (shareable), it is unable to resist an impersonation threat. In addition, a student’s access is authenticated once at the login for the duration of the test session; however, the repeated authentication is performed based on the password cached in the browser [33]. Hence, a method which would increase the difficulty of responses solicited by the security system is required.

Table 1. Type B Impersonation: Password

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authentication</th>
<th>Password</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Login</td>
<td>Eva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Eva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implication</td>
<td>Impersonation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Type C impersonation Threat

In a continuing description from the example above, example 2 illustrates a scenario to depict one approach that can be employed to minimise the Type B impersonation threat. However, the solution presents a potential security challenge which is explained in example 3. Thus, the Type C impersonation threat poses the question “who is there?”

Example 2: Consider that a biometric fingerprint authentication method is employed for a student login; thus, Alice is required to scan are fingerprint on a capture device and await a positive confirmation before continuing with the online test. This implies that, Alice needs to be present to carry out the login procedure.

In summative e-assessment, a biometric fingerprint authentication method is suggested as the ultimate solution and it is becoming popular [33, 36]. An advantage of a biometric scheme as opposed to a password scheme is its non-shareable attributes.
Using the scenario above and given a biometric fingerprint method for login, it is impossible for Alice to provide Eva with a finger to gain access to the test. This implies that, during enrolment Alice has enrolled her fingerprint and a template is stored in the database alongside her user profile. Thus, access to the online test can only be granted when there is a match between the raw biometric fingerprint presented and the stored template. It is suggested that adopting this method will deter the impersonators and the impersonated students from the act. Hence, using a biometric method, Alice will be obliged to take the online test herself instead of employing Eva.

Example 3: It is assumed that Alice, successfully gains access to the online test; hence, the security system believes that Alice has initiated the request due to a match between the scanned fingerprint and the stored template. At a certain time t during the duration time T of the online test, Eva takes over Alice’s test. However, at these times the security system is unaware of the academic misconduct; hence Eva is the student seated there instead of Alice.

In example 3 above, it is observed that there is an increase in the difficulty of the authentication challenge; thus, Alice’s physical presence is required to carry out the login procedure. Additionally, it is observed that there exists a possibility for Eva to take over Alice’s test after the login procedure. Hence, the responsibility of the e-assessment user security does not terminate at ensuring the correctness of the student; rather, it extends to verifying that the correct student is there taking the test for the period of time. As pointed out in recent studies [5, 23, 27], a major problem of the summative e-assessments is the inability to know who is there taking the exam i.e. to know if the correct student is there taking the exam or someone else has taken over the test on their behalf.

Table 2. Type B Impersonation: Fingerprint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authentication</th>
<th>Fingerprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Login</td>
<td>Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implication</td>
<td>Correct Representation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Revisiting the User Security Model

One aims of this paper is to investigate the sufficiency of the existing e-assessment user security model in ensuring that only correct students take an online test for the allocated duration of the test. Based on a qualitative review of existing literature on user security during online tests, it can be summarised that impersonation threats is a major challenge in summative e-assessment systems. The existing user security model requires that a student identity and authentication goals only are satisfied prior to accessing the online test; thus, this implies that the student accessing the test is the correct student. However, it is observed that the authenticated student is sometimes not the expected student or the expected student begins a test but does not complete it. Hence, it is concluded that the existing e-assessment user security model is insufficient to ensure that only the correct students take an online test for the allocated duration of the test (figure 4).

In an attempt to address this issue, this paper suggest that satisfying the identity and authentication security goals only is not enough to assure user security during summative e-assessments. Much more is required to ensure that the authenticated student is the expected student and that the correctly authenticated student is taking the online test un-assisted for the duration of the test time. Thus, there is a need for an improved e-assessment model which is sufficient to ensure that only the correct students take an online test for the allocated duration of the test. This paper proposes that, one of the ways to assure correct user security during online tests is to combine the presence goals (and non-intrusive continuous authenticated presence) with the existing identity and authentication security goals. This implies that a student will be required to satisfy the presence (and non-intrusive continuous authenticated presence), identity and authentication security goals prior to and during the online tests. In this section, the e-assessment security assets, threats and security goals are proposed.

5.1. E-assessment Security Assets

An asset refers to something that is valuable which needs to be protected [25]. In this paper, it is suggested that the valuable assets of a summative e-assessment system extend beyond the hardware, software and data needs. It should be noted that, the importance of the hardware, software and data assets are not discarded; however, assets specific to user security is considered. A foundation for our proposal exists on the constructivist perspective of e-learning. Based on the existing learning theories, assessment in a constructivists approach forms an integral part of the learning process [24]. Thus, in a constructivist’s mind, the student plays the centre role in the learning process. According to Wild [54], in e-learning the constructivist’s focus is not wholly on the course
content but rather on the student. Hence, in a student-centred approach, the students need to be correctly assessed and securely authenticated in the e-assessment environment. In addition, a summative e-assessment system is perceived busy when delivering an online test and a student taking a test depicts an activity on the system. Thus, it may be pointless to develop an online summative assessment system if the students’ participation is excluded. A student taking a test is an indispensable component of the e-assessment system; hence, it is proposed that a student is a valuable asset of the e-assessment user security process [7].

Figure 4. Impersonation threat

5.2. E-assessment Security Threats

A threat is the potential for misuse/abuse of an asset that will cause harm in the context of the system [20]. The level of harm that can occur depends on the asset type; thus, it is appropriate to identify the relevant threats that may apply to each asset type. For example, the storage of assessment data in a university may be under threats from unauthorised exposure and unauthorised alteration. A major threat plaguing the summative e-assessment user security is the threat of impersonation. As described in section 4.1, the Type A impersonation threat can be minimised by ensuring that the correctness of a student is independent of an invigilator; similarly, the Type B impersonation threat is overcome by employing a strong authentication method. However, it is noted that a Type C impersonation threat presents a greater security challenge than its counterparts.

One aim of the Type C impersonation threat is to subtly permit an incorrect and illegal student to take an online test on behalf of the correct student. Thus, a successful impersonation (threat) launched on a student (asset) will reduce the credibility of the online test (harm) in an e-assessment context. Hence, the security system is required to set security goals which can be used to protect the students from impersonation threats. Simultaneously, the e-assessment system is also secure from the fraudulent act. In the C-I-A goal model, the interception threat is an attack on confidentiality; the modification threat is an attack on integrity and the interruption threat attacks availability. Similarly, the threat of unauthorised exposure is converted to the goal of protection from unauthorised exposure, commonly known as confidentiality [39]. Hence, the threat of impersonation is converted to the goal of protection from impersonation, known as presence, i.e. an impersonation threat is an attack on presence. It is concluded that the exclusion of the presence security goal in online summative tests will increase impersonation threats in summative e-assessments.

5.3. E-assessment Security Goals

A goal can be interpreted differently, based on the diversity in job descriptions. For example, a goal would mean different things to a footballer, psychologist, engineer etc. In general, a goal expresses what is desired. It can also refer to a specific, measureable occurrence that any business or system plans or intends to achieve or avoid. According to Haley et al [19] security goals are presented in form of a desire and they aim to protect the assets from harm (threats). In computer system security, the confidentiality, integrity and availability security goals ensure that the hardware, software and data assets of a system are not compromised (see section 2). This implies that a compromise in the C-I-A security goals may lead to a compromise of the critical assets.

During summative e-assessment, the C-I-A security goals can be employed to protect the e-assessment system’s hardware (PC), software (assessment application) and data (item bank) from potential interception, modification, interruption and fabrication threats. However, it is proposed that the C-I-A security goals are unsuitable to protect the e-assessment security asset from its potential threat [7]. In generic computer security, the people who use or maintain particular applications on a computing system are examples of the valuable assets to the organisational system [41]. This key people are carefully selected because of their skills and potential value to the organisation. For example, a problem would occur if one of the key people decides to leave the organisation (taking away the knowledge) and no other person can fill the position. Based on this description, it is observed that the key people do not depend directly on the C-I-A security goals; instead they would be required to satisfy other goals, e.g. trustworthiness. Hence, we suggest that the C-I-A...
security goals are not entirely suited for human assets due to their unpredictable attributes.

In another perspective, it is impractical for a student to satisfy the C-I-A security goals. For example in computer security systems, it is commonplace to apply the C-I-A goals to the data asset; thus, producing data confidentiality, data integrity and data availability. In particular, confidentiality protects the data item from interception, integrity protects from modification and availability protects from interruption. However, applying the C-I-A goals to the student (asset) produces student confidentiality, student integrity and student availability. These terms are defined respectively: student confidentiality refers to privacy of a student’s personal information, health records or educational records, which an institution is not required to disclose without prior consent of the student. Student integrity describes an honourable and ethical conduct which is expected from every student during an online test. The student integrity code can be written as a set of policies and sanctions relating to the student’s academic conduct during an assessment. Finally, student availability requires that the student is there when needed to take an online test. This paper, does not disregard the importance of the C-I-A security goals; however, security goals specific to e-assessment user security is defined. Hence three security goals of e-assessment user security (figure 5) are proposed:

1. **Presence and continuous authenticated presence**: This reflects a state of a student being at a specific space or place. Only correct and legal students are required to be present for an online test. Continuous authenticated presence ensures that only correctly authenticated students are continually present (from start to finish) for the duration of the test and taking the test un-assisted.

2. **Identity**: This is a distinct attribute which differentiates a student from other students in a given population (e.g. a student’s username in a database)

3. **Authentication**: This provides a proof of the identity claimed by a student.

### 6. Existing E-assessment Solutions

In this section, we summarise existing solutions which addresses the presence security goal in summative e-assessments. We classify these methods under five headings and analyse their suitability in minimising the impersonation threats. Finally, a table which is based on the examples is presented (see table 3).

#### 6.1. Invigilated/Proctored only

Invigilation is the act supervising, monitoring or watching students during a test. In online environments, Rovai [47]; Rowe [48]; Weippl [53] amongst others advocate for the use of human invigilators as a good low-technology means of promoting both identity and academic honesty. According to Harrison [21], impersonation of one student by another is thought to be unlikely when a test is taken under the eye of an invigilator. Hence, adopting an invigilated test environment is the obvious solution to ensure the correctness of a student taking an online test. However, the use of an invigilated testing only environment is susceptible to a Type A impersonation threat i.e. a connived impersonation. A successful connived impersonation attack creates a success route for a Type C impersonation to be perpetrated. Thus, as long as a connived impersonation goes undetected, there exists a likely occurrence of impersonation threats and academic misconduct.

#### 6.2. Uni-modal Biometric Scheme

Most biometric systems deployed in summative e-assessment applications are unimodal; thus, they rely on the evidence of a single source of information for authentication e.g. single fingerprint or face recognition. In their work, Levy & Ramim [33] propose a theoretical approach of using fingerprint biometrics solution for student authentication whilst Agulla et al [2] suggest that a face recognition solution is a more secure alternative to conventional authentication mechanisms. These unimodal biometric solutions are commonplace during student login; hence, they are better suited to solve a Type B impersonation threat. Employing unimodal biometric methods to solve a Type C impersonation threat is not practically trivial, as the random authentication of the student will be required for the duration of the test. The random authentication of a student is one feasible approach to solving the Type C impersonation threat; however, it can be perceived as a means of distraction during the test. In an attempt to minimise the impersonation threats by employing a non-distractive unimodal biometric solution, Kikuchi et al [29] propose a real-time periodic authentication scheme using biometric handwriting-based samples. Though, behavioural biometrics has been associated with a low error rate in lab settings; further work is required to improve robustness for large scale systems [34]. Moreover, there are limitations imposed on unimodal biometric systems, which can be overcome by multimodal biometrics [46, 27, 50]
6.3. Bimodal Biometric Schemes

Rabuzin et al, [43] asserts that it is necessary to combine several different biometric traits in order to implement absolute security in e-learning systems. Thus, adopting multi-biometrics can increase the reliability of the user security beyond the initial student login process and provide ongoing non-intrusive verification for the duration of test session [14, 34]. In literature, few papers exist on the emerging technology of multi-biometrics in e-learning security. Asha & Chelleppan [10], propose the combination of biometric fingerprint recognition with mouse dynamics. In their model, the use of the fingerprint scanner to statically authenticate a user is suitable to solve the Type B impersonation threat; however, minimising the Type C threat using the mouse dynamics is unclear. Ahmed & Traore, [3] asserts that, the data capturing process for mouse biometrics requires some considerably time to accomplish. Hence, for an online test the student is delayed until the data acquisition process is completed; this presents a window to perpetrate a Type C impersonation. Levy & Ramim, [34] propose a theoretical model which combines a fingerprint and web-camera head geometry scanner. Employing this model depicts a promising solution to minimise the Type B and C impersonation threats. However, the paper focused on user acceptance of the technology rather than the actual practical implementation of the solution.

6.4. Video Monitoring of Student

Video monitoring is a proven technology for security monitoring. According to Lin et al [35], a promising approach to ensure security during online tests is the monitoring of student activities via video images. Thus, Ko & Cheng [32], propose a secure internet examination system based on random video monitoring. A username and password mechanism is adopted which makes the system susceptible to a Type B impersonation threat. Employing video monitoring, suggests that an invigilator/tutor is required to watch the students taking the test live or view the streaming video at any time. In the first option the invigilator /tutor is obligated to seat at the screen for the duration of the test in order to pick out any unusual activity. A disadvantage is that an invigilator may look away or get distracted whilst watching the screen. The second option depicts a more realistic approach to adopting video monitoring in online tests. Thus, a suspicious grade may imply a suspicious identity; hence, the video footage is retrieved. However, watching a set of video sequences to extract anomalous behaviour may become an extra administrative task.

6.5. Biometric Authentication and Webcam Monitoring

Hernandez et al, [23] propose fingerprint recognition to authenticate the students and a webcam which monitors the students in real time for the duration of the test. In their work, an authenticated student is monitored at the beginning of a test whilst the test is terminated when another person is in control. Employing fingerprint recognition is suitable to solve the Type B impersonation threat; however, the use of a webcam to provide dynamic authentication or to control student identity is unclear. Additionally, the security of the suggested model breaks when the student turns the view of the webcam to another

7. Discussion and Conclusion

Based on the results in table 3, it is observed that any solution void of a biometric authentication is insufficient to minimise any of the threats. However, not all the solutions which incorporate a biometric can be used to curb the three types conveniently. Nevertheless, bimodal biometric solutions possess a potential to minimise all threat types to a satisfactory degree. It should be noted that the suitability of a bimodal biometric solution for e-assessment depends largely on the individual biometrics adopted. Lastly, we do not reject any of the existing solutions; rather we suggest that an appropriate blend of the methods will minimise the impersonation threats and improve user security in summative e-assessments.

In this paper, we have explored the existing user security model of a summative e-assessment system. We suggest that the identity and authentication security goals of the existing model are insufficient to ensure security of the student (asset) against impersonation threats. Hence, we propose a user security model which incorporates presence (and continuous presence), identity and authentication security goals. In this paper, we have taken a departure from generalising impersonation threats and have classified the threats into Type A, Type B and Type C. In our analysis, we conclude that a Type A threat can be avoided when the correctness of a student is not totally dependent on a human invigilator. Additionally, minimising a Type B threat rely on the strength of the authentication method adopted. However, solving a Type C impersonation threat is non-trivial. A review of the existing solutions depicts a strong potential towards the use of bimodal biometrics to curb all types of impersonation threats. An example of a bimodal solution is the combination of fingerprint and face recognition techniques. It is assumed that such multi-biometric systems will provide security and deter Type C impersonation threats. However, we suggest
that a bimodal biometric only solution will be highly sensitive in an e-assessment environment. By this we mean that, there exist typical student behaviours that present low risks to e-assessment security; however, such behaviours are seen as anomalous to a biometric system. Examples of typical student behaviours during a test include, placing the head on a desk, leaning to a side of the desk (out of camera view), covering a face with the hand (occlusion) or looking around. Thus, a multi-biometric only system that uses fingerprint for authentication and the face for monitoring may request a re-authentication when typical behaviours are exhibited. It should be noted that there exist some unacceptable student behaviours which presents a breach in security. An example is a student swapping places and a bimodal solution is suitable to deter such unwanted behaviours. However, we want to guard against false re-authentication requests which suggest that the student is no longer there; when indeed the same student is still taking the test.

One of the functionalities of a summative e-assessment system is to provide secure exams that are void of intrusions. Hence, a student’s test should be uninterrupted for the duration of the test except in explicit situations. We conclude that, re-authentication requests from a multi-biometric solution which is based on false alarms will reduce the system to a uni-modal biometric solution i.e. authentication is done periodically or randomly during the test. A research direction would be to provide steps that will employ a bimodal biometric solution at a later stage during monitoring. A potential solution will be to incorporate a low level technology at the initial stage of the monitoring process. It is suggested that a low level approach will effectively manage the low-risk acceptable student behaviour without the need for a constant re-authentication. Thus, in the event of an increased risk (e.g. unacceptable behaviour) a high level technology can be employed. This implies that a student intrusion can only occur when it is absolutely necessary. Figure 6 depicts an example of a summative e-assessment architecture which employs a low-level object tracker to monitor the student’s presence. The authentication module presents a fusion at the score level to ensure student correctness at the start of the test. The tracking module calculates the difference between the video frames to provide the location and position of the student. The information from the tracker is fed into the classifier module to determine the student risk levels at different times during the test.
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Table 3. Threats and existing solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution category</th>
<th>Type A Impersonation</th>
<th>Type B Impersonation</th>
<th>Type C Impersonation</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invigilated only environment</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>21, 48, 53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unimodal biometric</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2, 29, 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bimodal biometric</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Strong potential</td>
<td>10, 34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video monitoring (+password)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biometric webcam monitoring</td>
<td>+ Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yes: solution can minimise or solve impersonation threat  
No: solution is susceptible to impersonation threat

Figure 6. Summative e-assessment security architecture
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